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The Evil Garden by Edward Gorey [Pomegranate, 2011] Hardcover [Hardcover] by ...

From the Back CoverA happy, naive family enters the Evil Garden (free admission!) to spend a
sunny afternoon in its inviting landscape, lush with exotic trees and flowers. They soon realize
their mistake, as harrowing sounds and evidence of foul play emerge. When humongous hairy
bugs, famished carnivorous plants, ferocious fruit-guarding bears, and a sinister strangling
snake take charge, the family's ominous feelings turn to full-on panic but where's the exit?
Edward Gorey leads us through this nefarious garden with a light step. His unmistakable
drawings paired with engaging couplets produce giggles, not gasps. Perhaps "The Evil Garden"
is a morality tale; perhaps it's simply an enigmatic entertainment. Whatever the interpretation, it's
a prime example of the iconic storytelling genius that is Edward Gorey.
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Kevin E. Buntin, “Wonderful!. Another lovely book of Edward Gorey’s work. I was so pleased to
find this!”

Adamagination, “Classic Gorey. Classic Gorey! The couplets in this book are at once amusing
and unsettling, whimsical and sinister and of course they are accompanied by Gorey’s amazing
illustrations.”

chan ka long, “i love this. lovely story”

Lyn, “Gorey fans. Daughter and granddaughter loved it”

Jacob, “Delightfully grim. This book is small, easily read in just a few minutes including time
spent looking at the distinctive Gorey drawings. It is as macabre and whimsical as you might
expect from the author, who continually manages to cleave together such disparate notions to
make the most amusing horror stories ever written.”

Saint Syon, “ GOREY. ”

susan cook, “A Gorey Delight. Gotta love Gorey. Miss you, sir.”

Ellison F, “Absolutely delightful!. Brilliant little book by the incomparable and totally unique
Edward Gorey. Especially recommend as gift for people with gardens....”

DJS, “Brilliant. Edward Gorey's usual masterfully understated and sly black humour.”

Lisa Whitehouse, “Good purchase. Perfect. Love these books. My dads humour and he loved
receiving it as a gift.”

mrs woman, “Brilliant Gorey. I have only recently discovered the Edward Gorey books and I am
absolutely hooked. This one is as wonderful as the others. Ace stuff. Good condition and a
speedy delivery.”

Smartis, “bello!. davvero carino! simpatiche le rime e la storia, tetro al punto giusto, perfetto per
gli amanti del genere.per le illustrazioni non servono commenti, l'autore è una garanzia come
sempre”

The book by Speedy Publishing LLC has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 561 people have provided
feedback.
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